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r1 = risotto italy beck t1,1 }step 1
spätzle germany passard t1,2 }step 3
foie gras france bottura t1,3

o

step 5
raclette france elverfeld t1,4

Chef i Starso Nationo

r2 = beck 3 germany t2,1 }step 2
passard 2 france t2,2 }step 4
bottura 3 italy t2,3 }step 6

Figure 2: Example of relations with access patterns and sequence of

extraction steps for query qa.

output values from one relation can be used in input fields
of another relation, and there might be cyclic input-output
dependencies among the relations in the schema. In the case
of query q

a

, one may consider that the attribute Nation in
r1 has the same domain as attribute Nation in r2, i.e., the
values used for the former can also be used for the latter, and
vice versa; similarly for Chef . One could then exploit the
only known value for the domain Nation (italy) and use it
to access r1, which indeed requires a country name as input.
Although accessing r1 is unrelated with the query q

a

, where
r1 is not even mentioned, such an access can provide values
for chefs and dishes as output; in turn, these chef names
can be used to access r2 and retrieve values for nations; the
new nation names can be used to access r1 again, and so on.
This possibly lengthy discovery process consists in disclosing
all the content of the relations that can be extracted with
the given initial knowledge; at the end of the process, when
no new values can be discovered, the original query q

a

can
be evaluated over the data retrieved so far for relation r1
disregarding access patterns.

The extraction process is illustrated in Figure 2, which
shows a possible instance of r1 and r2. Relation r1 is ac-
cessed with value italy, thereby retrieving tuple t1,1, which
contains chef beck. This is used to access r2 and obtain tu-
ple t2,1, containing the value germany, which can in turn
be used to access r1 again, and so on. At the end of the
process, all of t1,1, t1,2, t1,3, t1,4, t2,1, t2,2, t2,3 are extracted,
and hbotturai can be returned as an answer tuple for query
q
a

. An answer obtained in this way, called maximal answer
or reachable certain answer [32], is in general only a subset
of the answer that would have been found on the relations
without access patterns, yet it is the best possible answer
that can be retrieved by complying with the access patterns.
A query such as q

a

for which a non-empty maximal answer
can be found is said to be answerable.

Finally, there are also queries for which so little is known
that even a recursive extraction process would always fail to
find any answer. Such queries are said to be unanswerable.
An example of unanswerable query is the following:

q
u

(C) r2(C, 3, N).

Here, no chef name or nation name is initially known, so
there is no hope to extract any data from the relations.
Overall, the execution strategy to find the maximal answer

requires using all constants in the query as well as all con-
stants from tuples retrieved from other relations, even those
that are not mentioned in the query. The naive extraction
process, illustrated above for query q

a

, starts with the val-

⇢1 : q
a

(C)  r̂2(C, 3, italy).
⇢2 : r̂1(D,N,C)  dom

N

(N), r1(D,N,C).
⇢3 : r̂2(C, S,N)  dom

C

(C), r2(C, S,N).
⇢4 : dom

C

(C)  r̂1(D,N,C).
⇢5 : dom

N

(N)  r̂2(C, S,N).
⇢6 : dom

N

(italy).

Figure 3: Datalog encoding of the naive extraction process for finding

the maximal answer to query qa.

ues known from the query and, as long as legal accesses are
possible, makes them and caches both the new values and
the new tuples obtained in this way; finally, it evaluates the
original query over the cached tuples. Such a process can
always be encoded as a positive Datalog program, as shown
in Figure 3 for query q

a

, where rules ⇢2 and ⇢3 define the
tuple caches for r1 and r2, rules ⇢4–⇢5 introduce the value
caches for the various input domains, and rule ⇢6 captures
the initial knowledge of values; finally, the original query is
posed over the tuple caches (rule ⇢1).
Finding the maximal answer is an expensive process that

might require a considerable amount of accesses to the re-
lations. This is particularly problematic when the accesses
themselves are a bottleneck for query evaluation, as happens
in the case of Web data sources. The next subsection tackles
this issue.
In [11] the problem of conjunctive query answering under

access patterns is formulated by making use of an oracle,
representing the relations (with access patterns) that the al-
gorithm uses to access the underlying database. In fact, the
query answering algorithm can only query the data through
the oracle. For each (atomic) query posed to a relation,
with suitable input values, the algorithm queries the oracle,
which returns the result at cost 1. This serves the purpose
of hiding the cost of the computation of atomic queries at
the remote sites, thus focusing the analysis on the compu-
tation carried out by a mediator algorithm that processes
the query on a set of di↵erent sources. It can be shown that
the query answering problem in this case is in np, that is,
the access patterns do not add complexity with respect to
the standard case without access patterns (at least in the
so-called combined complexity, which considers the query,
the database and the schema as input).

3.2 Minimizing accesses to data sources
The recursive approach to query evaluation described for

answerable queries requires extracting all data (from all re-
lations in the schema) that can be discovered with the avail-
able information before evaluating the original query on the
discovered data. This naive approach can be improved in
several respects. First of all, some relations in the schema
might be irrelevant for the computation of the maximal
answer: only relevant relations should be accessed during
query evaluation. Moreover, not all accesses to relevant re-
lations might be useful to compute the maximal answer:
again, such accesses should be avoided. This brings forward
the problem of minimization of the accesses used for the
evaluation of a given query. Minimization of accesses can
be considered when compiling a plan for the execution of
the query (static optimization) as well as during the execu-
tion itself (dynamic optimization), possibly using informa-
tion obtained from the data being extracted and integrity
constraints that are known to hold on the relations.
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all the content of the relations that can be extracted with
the given initial knowledge; at the end of the process, when
no new values can be discovered, the original query q
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be evaluated over the data retrieved so far for relation r1
disregarding access patterns.

The extraction process is illustrated in Figure 2, which
shows a possible instance of r1 and r2. Relation r1 is ac-
cessed with value italy, thereby retrieving tuple t1,1, which
contains chef beck. This is used to access r2 and obtain tu-
ple t2,1, containing the value germany, which can in turn
be used to access r1 again, and so on. At the end of the
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ues known from the query and, as long as legal accesses are
possible, makes them and caches both the new values and
the new tuples obtained in this way; finally, it evaluates the
original query over the cached tuples. Such a process can
always be encoded as a positive Datalog program, as shown
in Figure 3 for query q

a

, where rules ⇢2 and ⇢3 define the
tuple caches for r1 and r2, rules ⇢4–⇢5 introduce the value
caches for the various input domains, and rule ⇢6 captures
the initial knowledge of values; finally, the original query is
posed over the tuple caches (rule ⇢1).
Finding the maximal answer is an expensive process that

might require a considerable amount of accesses to the re-
lations. This is particularly problematic when the accesses
themselves are a bottleneck for query evaluation, as happens
in the case of Web data sources. The next subsection tackles
this issue.
In [11] the problem of conjunctive query answering under

access patterns is formulated by making use of an oracle,
representing the relations (with access patterns) that the al-
gorithm uses to access the underlying database. In fact, the
query answering algorithm can only query the data through
the oracle. For each (atomic) query posed to a relation,
with suitable input values, the algorithm queries the oracle,
which returns the result at cost 1. This serves the purpose
of hiding the cost of the computation of atomic queries at
the remote sites, thus focusing the analysis on the compu-
tation carried out by a mediator algorithm that processes
the query on a set of di↵erent sources. It can be shown that
the query answering problem in this case is in np, that is,
the access patterns do not add complexity with respect to
the standard case without access patterns (at least in the
so-called combined complexity, which considers the query,
the database and the schema as input).

3.2 Minimizing accesses to data sources
The recursive approach to query evaluation described for

answerable queries requires extracting all data (from all re-
lations in the schema) that can be discovered with the avail-
able information before evaluating the original query on the
discovered data. This naive approach can be improved in
several respects. First of all, some relations in the schema
might be irrelevant for the computation of the maximal
answer: only relevant relations should be accessed during
query evaluation. Moreover, not all accesses to relevant re-
lations might be useful to compute the maximal answer:
again, such accesses should be avoided. This brings forward
the problem of minimization of the accesses used for the
evaluation of a given query. Minimization of accesses can
be considered when compiling a plan for the execution of
the query (static optimization) as well as during the execu-
tion itself (dynamic optimization), possibly using informa-
tion obtained from the data being extracted and integrity
constraints that are known to hold on the relations.

CQ answering under access limitations
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output values from one relation can be used in input fields
of another relation, and there might be cyclic input-output
dependencies among the relations in the schema. In the case
of query q

a

, one may consider that the attribute Nation in
r1 has the same domain as attribute Nation in r2, i.e., the
values used for the former can also be used for the latter, and
vice versa; similarly for Chef . One could then exploit the
only known value for the domain Nation (italy) and use it
to access r1, which indeed requires a country name as input.
Although accessing r1 is unrelated with the query q

a

, where
r1 is not even mentioned, such an access can provide values
for chefs and dishes as output; in turn, these chef names
can be used to access r2 and retrieve values for nations; the
new nation names can be used to access r1 again, and so on.
This possibly lengthy discovery process consists in disclosing
all the content of the relations that can be extracted with
the given initial knowledge; at the end of the process, when
no new values can be discovered, the original query q

a

can
be evaluated over the data retrieved so far for relation r1
disregarding access patterns.

The extraction process is illustrated in Figure 2, which
shows a possible instance of r1 and r2. Relation r1 is ac-
cessed with value italy, thereby retrieving tuple t1,1, which
contains chef beck. This is used to access r2 and obtain tu-
ple t2,1, containing the value germany, which can in turn
be used to access r1 again, and so on. At the end of the
process, all of t1,1, t1,2, t1,3, t1,4, t2,1, t2,2, t2,3 are extracted,
and hbotturai can be returned as an answer tuple for query
q
a

. An answer obtained in this way, called maximal answer
or reachable certain answer [32], is in general only a subset
of the answer that would have been found on the relations
without access patterns, yet it is the best possible answer
that can be retrieved by complying with the access patterns.
A query such as q

a

for which a non-empty maximal answer
can be found is said to be answerable.

Finally, there are also queries for which so little is known
that even a recursive extraction process would always fail to
find any answer. Such queries are said to be unanswerable.
An example of unanswerable query is the following:

q
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(C) r2(C, 3, N).

Here, no chef name or nation name is initially known, so
there is no hope to extract any data from the relations.
Overall, the execution strategy to find the maximal answer
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stants from tuples retrieved from other relations, even those
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ues known from the query and, as long as legal accesses are
possible, makes them and caches both the new values and
the new tuples obtained in this way; finally, it evaluates the
original query over the cached tuples. Such a process can
always be encoded as a positive Datalog program, as shown
in Figure 3 for query q

a

, where rules ⇢2 and ⇢3 define the
tuple caches for r1 and r2, rules ⇢4–⇢5 introduce the value
caches for the various input domains, and rule ⇢6 captures
the initial knowledge of values; finally, the original query is
posed over the tuple caches (rule ⇢1).
Finding the maximal answer is an expensive process that

might require a considerable amount of accesses to the re-
lations. This is particularly problematic when the accesses
themselves are a bottleneck for query evaluation, as happens
in the case of Web data sources. The next subsection tackles
this issue.
In [11] the problem of conjunctive query answering under

access patterns is formulated by making use of an oracle,
representing the relations (with access patterns) that the al-
gorithm uses to access the underlying database. In fact, the
query answering algorithm can only query the data through
the oracle. For each (atomic) query posed to a relation,
with suitable input values, the algorithm queries the oracle,
which returns the result at cost 1. This serves the purpose
of hiding the cost of the computation of atomic queries at
the remote sites, thus focusing the analysis on the compu-
tation carried out by a mediator algorithm that processes
the query on a set of di↵erent sources. It can be shown that
the query answering problem in this case is in np, that is,
the access patterns do not add complexity with respect to
the standard case without access patterns (at least in the
so-called combined complexity, which considers the query,
the database and the schema as input).

3.2 Minimizing accesses to data sources
The recursive approach to query evaluation described for

answerable queries requires extracting all data (from all re-
lations in the schema) that can be discovered with the avail-
able information before evaluating the original query on the
discovered data. This naive approach can be improved in
several respects. First of all, some relations in the schema
might be irrelevant for the computation of the maximal
answer: only relevant relations should be accessed during
query evaluation. Moreover, not all accesses to relevant re-
lations might be useful to compute the maximal answer:
again, such accesses should be avoided. This brings forward
the problem of minimization of the accesses used for the
evaluation of a given query. Minimization of accesses can
be considered when compiling a plan for the execution of
the query (static optimization) as well as during the execu-
tion itself (dynamic optimization), possibly using informa-
tion obtained from the data being extracted and integrity
constraints that are known to hold on the relations.

CQ answering under access limitations

Tuple t, Initial constants I, CQ Q, DB D, access limitations 
Is t in the answers  to Q starting with constants I ?
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gorithm uses to access the underlying database. In fact, the
query answering algorithm can only query the data through
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which returns the result at cost 1. This serves the purpose
of hiding the cost of the computation of atomic queries at
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tation carried out by a mediator algorithm that processes
the query on a set of di↵erent sources. It can be shown that
the query answering problem in this case is in np, that is,
the access patterns do not add complexity with respect to
the standard case without access patterns (at least in the
so-called combined complexity, which considers the query,
the database and the schema as input).

3.2 Minimizing accesses to data sources
The recursive approach to query evaluation described for

answerable queries requires extracting all data (from all re-
lations in the schema) that can be discovered with the avail-
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discovered data. This naive approach can be improved in
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might be irrelevant for the computation of the maximal
answer: only relevant relations should be accessed during
query evaluation. Moreover, not all accesses to relevant re-
lations might be useful to compute the maximal answer:
again, such accesses should be avoided. This brings forward
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CQ answering under access limitations

Tuple t, Initial constants I, CQ Q, DB D, access limitations 
Is t in the answers  to Q starting with constants I ?

t 2 ans(Q1, I,D)
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Star Pages
restaurant

If you input a chef and a restaurant, it will tell you 
how many stars that restaurant earned with that chef.
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Assume the initial set of constants 
is 100 chefs and 100 restaurants.

Chef Restaurant Stars

Beck La Pergola 3

Even on this database!

We need to try all pairs <chef, restaurant> to 
obtain the accessible data (10000 queries).

In reality, the database is 
not part of the input
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Restricted case (Web Scraping) 
The database is not part of the input

Unrestricted case (Discoverability) 
The database is part of the input
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I want to search this website 
starting from this set of keywords

Restricted case

What can a user retrieve from my database 
if he starts from this set of keywords?

Unestricted case
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There are settings for which the restricted 
case requires an exponential amount of 
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requires a constant amount.



Proposition: 
There are settings for which the restricted 
case requires an exponential amount of 
queries, while the unrestricted case  only 
requires a constant amount.

But they are equivalent in the worst case…
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Conclusions
Querying the Deep Web with keywords

Recursive extraction needed

Two scenarios: 
• restricted access (e.g. web forms) 
• unrestricted access

First results on computational complexity
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Future work

Model the restricted case through oracles

Theoretical lower bounds

etc…


